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Independent vs. Dependent Clauses: Paragraph Activities 

Topic __________________ 

Nouns: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Verbs: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

1.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

5.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.___________________________________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Adding information with Dependent Clauses: Informative 
 

Students will practice adding a wide variety of  information through the use of dependent clauses.  First, select a 
general topic (e.g. animals, kitchen appliances, sports, or novels).  Students will then select a specific topic on which to 
write an informational paragraph.  For example from the general topic animals, a student might select giraffe.  After 
selecting a topic, students do brief, general research on their topic (e.g. encyclopedia article), or this step can be 
skipped if the topic is already familiar to the student. 
 

To begin prewriting students make a list of nouns and verbs related to their topic.  Here are some possibilities for 
giraffe. 
             Nouns: giraffe, neck, trees, food, lips, hooves, habitat, spots, eyelashes, Africa, tongue 
 Verbs: eat, live, birth, travel, fight, roam, run 
 

To finish their pre-writing, students will make six statements about their topic using dependent clauses.  There will 
be five categories: describe a thing, state a contrast, state a reason, indicate a place, and indicate a time.  Students 
should have at least one statement from each category.  Here are some words to start dependent clauses in each 
category and example statements for giraffe. 
 

describe a thing       state a contrast        state a reason indicate a place         indicate a time  
that         whose        although              because  where          while until 
which         even though        since  wherever         when before 
who                    than         so that            after as soon 
        

1. Their tongues, which are 21 inches long, help them reach leaves at the very top of trees. 
2. Although the giraffe can run up to 35 miles an hour for short bursts, they typically run 10  miles an hour. 
3. Giraffes are often attacked at waterholes because they must bend down in an awkward position to drink. 
4. The African savanna, where giraffes live, is open grassland dotted with trees. 
5. Baby giraffes fall almost five feet to the ground when they are born. 
6. Even though bulls fight by slamming their necks and heads into each other, they rarely get seriously hurt.  

After pre-writing, students may write a draft paragraph on the back of this paper by adding a topic sentence, transitions, and 
other sentences to link the information, or students may select another topic and write another six statements.   


